
Course Descriptions 
 
Language Arts:  
Students will grow in their knowledge and understanding of the English language 
through the study of grammar, vocabulary, and spelling.  Daily practice will ensure the 
student’s progress in learning spelling tips and tricks, including the spelling of plurals 
and knowing the differences between homophones. Vocabulary is introduced through 
the daily reading and then practiced and reviewed. Word roots and related words are 
used to help students discover the meaning of new words. Students are tested weekly 
on spelling and vocabulary acquisition. Grammar is focused on learning the parts of 
speech and how to write proper sentences of varying structure. Students learn to 
identify subjects, predicates, and the objective case and will apply that knowledge to 
writing well-structured sentences with correct word choice.  Mechanics such as 
capitalization and punctuation including hyphens, semicolons, quotation marks, and 
apostrophes are taught and practiced. Students will brainstorm for quality, specific 
words to use as well as learn to use similes and metaphors to add description to their 
writing. All of their work culminates in student-produced writing several times a week. 
Weekly editing exercises put their knowledge to use, and the students create a final 
draft of one of their written pieces each week. Students will produce both fiction and 
non-fiction works and will have the opportunity to read their work aloud in front of an 
audience.  
 
Hebrew: 
Students will learn Psalm 23 in Hebrew. They will be able to read, write, and speak it. 
Students will learn the grammar necessary to understand the sentence construction 
and how different endings change the meaning of the words. Students will uncover 
new insights into the passage by studying the original Hebrew text.   
 
Science: 
Students will discover new things as they explore the sciences of biology, physics, 
chemistry and earth science. In biology the students will study body systems including 
the endocrine and urinary systems. They will dig deep and learn about cell structure 
and organelles at work. They will understand plant classification systems and learn the 
characteristics of major groups of plant life, as well as fascinating facts of some specific 
animals. In chemistry students will explore solubility and chemical reactions. They will 
understand how everything is a chemical and how heat energy can be transferred 
through chemical processes. In physics students will study light, sound, electricity, 
friction, and the forces involved in flight. Newton’s laws of motion and Joule’s laws of 
energy will be explored. Simple experiments will expand students’ understanding. In 
earth science students will learn about wild weather including earthquakes and 
volcanoes and about the differences between the types of clouds. Students will study 
landforms and rock formation. They will identify rocks as they study the rock cycle. 
Students will appreciate the greatness of a God who created all these marvelous things. 
  



Social Studies: 
Students will be inspired as they learn about great leaders and eloquent speakers. 
Students will learn of the struggle to overcome of those in the Civil Rights Movement 
and those fighting against apartheid. They will learn of Nobel Peace Prize winners and 
hear quotes from State of the Union Addresses. They will travel the globe as they find 
monuments to great people and events and as they find landmarks and landforms. 
They will follow the expansion of great empires. They will learn of the tragedy of 
Holocaust and the triumph of Christian missionaries who shared the gospel in the 
darkest of circumstances. Students will travel the seas with Vikings and pirates. They 
will learn about representative democracy, the branches of government, how laws are 
made, and will take part in the process. Students will learn of how God gifted great 
artists and composers as well as learn about some of man’s great failings. Some of the 
topics include: ancient history in Africa, hair in culture, the Battle of Hastings, the Great 
Smog, biographies of scientists and artists, the Gutenberg Press, the history of the land 
of Israel, gold rush, swords and armor, Tiananmen Square, and celebrations, including 
the Jewish feasts. Students will be challenged to think, examine, and form opinions. 
Primary sources used in the lessons include maps, speeches, documents, photographs, 
censuses, and first-hand accounts. 
 
 


